[neurons throughout]{.smallcaps} different sensory systems need to operate under a wide variety of stimulus conditions, and they therefore often adapt to mean, variance, and other statistics of the encountered distribution of stimulus intensities. Variance adaptation in particular has received much attention in different sensory systems, including the auditory ([@B17]; [@B38]; [@B49]), somatosensory ([@B23]; [@B46]), and visual system ([@B12]; [@B21]; [@B40]; [@B44]; [@B48]; [@B68]). In the visual system, variance adaptation manifests itself as adaptation to visual contrast, which starts in the retina ([@B1]; [@B13]; [@B33]; [@B42]; [@B58]; [@B68]; [@B72]) and is passed on to higher visual areas ([@B73]). After an increase in contrast, retinal ganglion cells exhibit reduced sensitivity as well as altered characteristics of temporal stimulus filtering, becoming more band-pass-like with faster responses.

Several previous studies have investigated the temporal dynamics of these adaptation phenomena, showing that changes in temporal filtering are nearly instantaneous ([@B1]; [@B68]), whereas sensitivity changes occur on multiple time scales ([@B1]; [@B18], [@B19]; [@B72]), which themselves contain stimulus-dependent dynamics ([@B74]). Much less, however, is known about the spatial scope of contrast adaptation, that is, whether local changes in contrast affect signal processing only in those parts of a ganglion cell's receptive field where contrast actually changes or whether the adaptation effects spread globally across the receptive field. Understanding whether contrast adaptation occurs locally or globally in the receptive field is important for capturing how ganglion cells encode stimuli with complex spatial structure, such as natural stimuli ([@B59]). For example, a high-contrast object covering part of a ganglion cell's receptive field will induce adaptation. Whether this adaptation affects the processing of a second object at a different location inside the receptive field (or of the same object after it has moved to a different location) depends on whether adaptation acts on a local or global scope. It is worth noting in this regard that ganglion cell receptive fields in mouse retina typically span several degrees of visual angle ([@B35]), providing ample space for spatial structure and multiple objects inside a single receptive field. Thus, knowing the spatial scope of adaptation is important for understanding how a neuron integrates sensory information across its receptive field and for building models that capture responses to complex stimuli ([@B57]; [@B59]).

Mechanistically, both local synaptic processes ([@B28]; [@B33]; [@B45]; [@B52]) and global ganglion cell-inherent effects ([@B33], [@B34]; [@B75]) have been implicated in retinal contrast adaptation. From a functional perspective, different studies have provided indirect evidence for either local or global contrast adaptation. The independence of contrast adaptation on the spatial phase of a stimulating grating ([@B68]) and the similarity to suppressive effects of peripheral stimuli ([@B69], [@B70]) observed in cat retina indicated a global scope of contrast adaptation. On the other hand, transient response peaks measured in rabbit retina after switching the location of a small stimulation patch was interpreted as a consequence of local adaptation ([@B9]). For the salamander retina, we recently showed that global contrast adaptation effects predominate ([@B24]). Here, we extend this analysis to the mammalian retina, by recording spikes with multielectrode arrays from isolated mouse retina under stimulation that contains local changes in contrast.

METHODS {#sec1}
=======

 {#sec1-1}

### Tissue preparation and electrophysiology. {#sec1-1-1}

We used retinas of adult mice (C57BL/6; aged 7--8 wk) of either sex. All procedures conformed to national and institutional guidelines and were approved by the institutional animal care committee of the University Medical Center Göttingen (protocol number T11/35). After dark adaptation for \~1 h, animals were euthanized by cervical dislocation, and both eyes were removed quickly. The eyes were dissected under infrared illumination at a stereomicroscope equipped with infrared goggles. Cornea, lens, and vitreous humor were carefully removed before dissecting each eyecup into two halves. One retina half was then isolated from the pigment epithelium and placed onto a multielectrode array (MultiChannel Systems, Reutlingen, Germany; 252 or 60 channels, 30 or 10 µm electrode diameter, and 100 µm minimum electrode spacing) with ganglion cells facing the electrodes. The other retina pieces were stored for later recordings in oxygenated (95% O~2~-5% CO~2~) Ames medium (Sigma-Aldrich, Munich, Germany), supplemented with 22 mM NaHCO~3~ and 6 mM [d]{.smallcaps}-glucose.

During recording, the retina was perfused with oxygenated Ames medium, heated to a constant temperature of around 32--33°C with an inline heater (PH01, MultiChannel Systems, Reutlingen, Germany) and a heating plate below the multielectrode array. The signals were amplified, band-pass filtered between 300 Hz and 5 kHz, and stored digitally at 10 kHz (252-electrode arrays) or 25 kHz (60-electrode arrays). We extracted spike trains of individual ganglion cells with a custom-made spike-sorting program, based on a Gaussian mixture model and an expectation-maximization algorithm ([@B56]). For further analysis, we only included well-separated units with clear refractory period. In total, 398 ganglion cells from 17 retinas were used in the final analysis.

### Visual stimulation. {#sec1-1-2}

Visual stimuli were generated and controlled through custom-made software, written in C++ and using the OpenGL library. Stimuli were displayed at 60 Hz refresh rate on a gamma-corrected white OLED display (800 × 600 pixels; eMagin, Bellevue, WA), which was demagnified to 7.5 µm×7.5 µm per pixel and projected onto the photoreceptor layer of the retina through a telecentric lens (Edmund Optics, Karlsruhe, Germany). All stimuli were presented on a gray background in the photopic range with rod isomerization rates between 1.1×10^4^ and 1.4×10^4^ R\*·rod^−1^·s^−1^ (with variations stemming from the use of different experimental setups).

### Receptive field measurements. {#sec1-1-3}

We measured the receptive field for each ganglion cell by calculating the spike-triggered average in response to a spatiotemporal binary white-noise stimulus (100% contrast) on a checkerboard layout with subfields of 60 µm × 60 µm, updated at 30 Hz. The spike-triggered average was separated into its spatial and temporal components by singular-value decomposition ([@B25]; [@B76]). The spatial component was then fitted by a two-dimensional Gaussian function, and the receptive-field diameter was defined as the diameter of a circle with equal area as inside the 1.5-σ contour of the Gaussian fit. The temporal component was used to classify the cells as either ON cells or OFF cells, depending on the polarity of the strongest peak in the temporal component.

### Spatial contrast adaptation stimulus. {#sec1-1-4}

To assess the spatial scope of contrast adaptation within the receptive field of each recorded ganglion cell, we used a stimulus layout with two sets of alternatingly arranged square-shaped spatial subfields, denoted as *locations X* and *Y* ([Fig. 1*A*](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}), similar to our previous investigations in salamander retina ([@B24]). Subfields were 60 µm wide and separated by corridors of the same width at the background light level. The subfield size was chosen so that each ganglion cell receptive field typically spanned multiple stimulus subfields ([Fig. 1*B*](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Schematic depiction of visual stimulus and analysis for assessing the spatial scope of contrast adaptation. *A*: stimulus frame with alternating regions *X* (here bright squares) and *Y* (here dark squares) on gray background. *B*: receptive field of a sample mouse ganglion cell, in relation to the stimulus layout. *C*: distribution of stimulus coverage bias for all recorded cells. The stimulus coverage bias measures the relative contributions of components *X* and *Y* in covering the receptive field center of a cell. *D*: schematic representation of the stimulus sequences at *X* and *Y*, showing the envelope of light intensities, indicating contrast changes at *X* every 40 s (*top*), and sample traces of the binary white-noise sequences (*bottom*, not to scale). *E*: linear-nonlinear model for assessing temporal filtering and sensitivity at *X* and *Y*. The linear filtering stage consists of 2 temporal filters, one for *X* and one for *Y*, whose outputs are summed. The nonlinear stage is further analyzed by computing marginal nonlinearities for *X* and *Y*, which represent the effect of one set of locations on the firing rate, averaged over the contributions from the other location.](z9k0111743920001){#F0001}

We checked that both sets of locations, *X* and *Y*, typically covered approximately equal areas of a receptive field in the following way: We computed for each cell the effective stimulus areas *A~X~* and *A~Y~* by weighting each pixel of the stimulus screen according to the Gaussian fit of the cell's receptive field and then summed within the 1.5-σ contour all those pixel values that contributed to *locations X* and *Y*, respectively. We then calculated a stimulus coverage bias index as *I*~coverage\ bias~=(*A~X~*−*A~Y~*)/(*A~X~*+*A~Y~*), which is zero if *X* and *Y* contributed equal area and approaches +1 or −1 if the receptive field coverage was dominated by *X* or *Y*, respectively. The distribution of *I*~coverage\ bias~ for all recorded ganglion cells shows that the values were narrowly distributed around zero ([Fig. 1*C*](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that each individual ganglion cell was about equally susceptible to stimulation at *X* or *Y*. Bipolar cells, on the other hand, which provide the excitatory input to the ganglion cells, have smaller receptive fields ([@B5]; [@B65]), comparable to or smaller than the stimulus subfields chosen here, so that an individual bipolar cell was typically stimulated by only one of the subfields.

Two independent white-noise sequences of light intensities were used as stimuli at *locations X* and *Y* so that stimuli were identical at locations from the same set, but independent across the two sets. For each set of locations, the white-noise sequence was drawn from a binary distribution with values *I*~high~ and *I*~low~ at 60 Hz. The mean light intensity (*I*~high~+*I*~low~)/2 was always set equal to the background level. The contrast level, defined as *C*=(*I*~high~−*I*~low~)/(*I*~high~+*I*~low~), was set to either a high value, *C*=100%, or a low value, *C*=20%. For the primary stimulus applied in this work, contrast levels were switched every 40 s between a high-low condition, with high contrast at *locations X* and low contrast at *locations Y*, and a low-low condition, with low contrast at both sets of locations ([Fig. 1*D*](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). For comparison, we also analyzed responses to stimuli that alternated the high contrast between *locations X* and *Y* by switching between the high-low condition and a low-high condition that had low contrast at *locations X* and high contrast at *locations Y*.

To compare the activity level of each ganglion cell during the low-low and the high-low contrast condition, we measured the average firing rates *R*~low-low~ and *R*~high-low~ during the last 30 s of the corresponding condition and computed the normalized change in steady-state firing rate for each cell as Δ*R*~steady-state~ = (*R*~high-low~−*R*~low-low~)/(*R*~high-low~+*R*~low-low~).

### Analysis of temporal filtering. {#sec1-1-5}

To assess the effects of contrast adaptation, we analyzed response properties of retinal ganglion cells in the framework of the linear-nonlinear (LN) model ([@B7]; [@B15]; [@B33]; [@B36]; [@B61]). This model consists of two stages, a linear stimulus filter and a static nonlinearity, which converts the filter output into a firing rate ([Fig. 1*E*](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). In our case, the stimulus filter can be thought of as a spatiotemporal filter with two spatial components, corresponding to the sets of *locations X* and *Y*, each with its own temporal filter shape. For convenience, we will refer to these temporal filter shapes at the two spatial components simply as the filters at *locations X* and *Y*, respectively. These filters describe how the ganglion cell integrates each of the two stimulus components over time. For each contrast condition, the filters were obtained as the spike-triggered average (STA) over a window of 670 ms before each spike. To do so, the stimulus was temporally upsampled by a factor of 17 to a resolution of \~1 ms, and spike trains were binned at the same temporal resolution. Note that the application of the STA approach generally requires a spherically symmetric stimulus distribution ([@B15]; [@B53]; [@B67]), such as a Gaussian distribution. Yet, even though the applied binary stimulus distribution is not spherically symmetric, the use of the STA still works in practice because the obtained filters show contributions over much longer periods than the stimulus sampling. Thus, the high dimensionality of contributing stimulus components makes the stimulus distribution effectively symmetric around the relevant filter ([@B15]).

For comparison of filter shapes, we normalized each filter to unit Euclidean norm, so that the sum of squares equaled unity. To measure the shift in time-to-peak, we fitted the 50-ms region around the maximum value (for ON cells) or minimum value (for OFF cells) with a second-order polynomial, from which the peak time was calculated. The shift in time-to-peak was defined as Δ*P* =(*P*~low-low~−*P*~high-low~). The temporal filters typically had a biphasic shape, with the first peak followed by a second peak of opposite polarity. To analyze effects of contrast changes on the filter shape, we therefore calculated for each filter a biphasic index ([@B24]; [@B79]) as the absolute value of the ratio of the size of the second vs. first filter peak. The filter peak sizes were again determined from second-order polynomial fits, analogous to the calculation of the time-to-peak.

### Assessing filter changes. {#sec1-1-6}

To measure how strongly filter shapes changed between different contrast conditions, we computed a filter dissimilarity index, *FDI*, for two filters *F*~1~ and *F*~2~ obtained from the same cell under different contrast conditions. To do so, we treated the filters as vectors, calculated their scalar product, and subtracted the value from unity, $FDI = 1 - {\overrightarrow{F}}_{1} \cdot {\overrightarrow{F}}_{2}$. To reduce the influence of noise in the filter estimates on this measure, we restricted the filters for this analysis to the range from 50 to 250 ms and normalized the restricted filters again to unit Euclidean norm. This range captured most of the strongly structured parts of the filters. For filters that did not change across contrast conditions, the filter dissimilarity index yielded values near zero, whereas strong changes correspond to values close to unity.

### Ganglion cell grouping for population analysis. {#sec1-1-7}

The analysis of filter changes at *locations X* and *Y* revealed considerable diversity of local and global adaptation effects across the population of ganglion cells in the mouse retina. To study whether the observed spatial adaptation patterns are related to other properties of the ganglion cells, we selected groups of cells that represented the most distinct adaptation patterns. Specifically, we distinguished four groups based on their filter dissimilarity values *FDI~X~* and *FDI~Y~* for *locations X* and *Y*, respectively: fixed-filter cells (*FDI~X~*\<0.02, *FDI~Y~*\<0.02), locally adaptive cells (*FDI~X~*\>0.15, *FDI~Y~*\<0.02), globally adaptive cells (*FDI~X~*\>0.15, *FDI~Y~*\>0.15), and translocally adaptive cells (*FDI~X~*\<0.08, *FDI~Y~*\>0.15). The thresholds in *FDI~X~* and *FDI~Y~* were chosen ad hoc, based on the population distribution of these values, so that each group contained \~20--30 samples. The grouping intends not to define specific types of cells, but rather to provide a basis for relating the spatial adaptation characteristics to other ganglion cell features. For the population analysis under stimulation with alternating contrast, for which overall fewer cells were recorded, the criterion for locally adaptive cells was slightly adjusted by requiring only *FDI~Y~*\<0.08 to include more samples.

### Analysis of nonlinearities. {#sec1-1-8}

To assess the sensitivity of a ganglion cell for each of the two stimulus components separately, we computed marginal nonlinearities, which estimate the relation of one stimulus component to the firing rate while averaging over the activation of the other stimulus component. Concretely, we first convolved the stimuli for *X* and *Y* with the respective temporal filters, as obtained from the spike-triggered average analysis and normalized to unit Euclidean norm. For each stimulus component, the marginal nonlinearity was then obtained as a histogram by binning the filtered signal into 40 bins, each containing approximately the same number of data points, and plotting, for each bin, the average filter signal against the average spike rate from the corresponding time points during the recording.

These marginal nonlinearities generally have a nonzero baseline, which is caused by spikes that were primarily triggered by the other stimulus component. This baseline therefore depends strongly on the contrast level at the other stimulus locations. For better comparing the shapes of the nonlinearities, we therefore shifted the marginal nonlinearities so that they all run approximately through the origin of the plot. This was achieved by subtracting the nonlinearity value at zero input, as obtained from a fitted sigmoidal function (see paragraph after next).

As a control, we also performed an alternative assessment of sensitivity by computing conditional nonlinearities ([@B24]; [@B62]), which aim at capturing the sensitivity to one stimulus component when the activation of the other stimulus component was near zero. Conditional nonlinearities were computed in the same fashion as marginal nonlinearities, except that, instead of taking all stimulus time points into account, we selected those time points when the filtered signal from the other stimulus component was inside a small range around zero. Concretely, when computing the conditional nonlinearity for *Y*, we chose time points when the filtered signal for *X* was between −0.3 × contrast and +0.3 × contrast, where "contrast" is the applied contrast level at *X* (1.0 or 0.2 for high or low contrast, respectively), and vice versa for the conditional nonlinearity for *X*.

To analyze sensitivity changes at the population level, we fitted the nonlinearities with a sigmoidal function, as used previously ([@B30]):
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Here, *s* is the filtered stimulus, *r*~0~ is the basal firing rate, *r*~max~ is the maximal firing rate increase over the baseline, *s*~1/2~ is the location of the curve's midpoint, and *a* is the steepness of the curve. *r*~0~, *r*~max~, *s*~1/2~, and *a* were optimized by a least-squares fit of *r*(*s*) to the histogram of the nonlinearity. From the fits, we calculated the sensitivity *S~LL~* for the low-low condition and the sensitivity *S~HL~* for the high-low condition as the slope values at *s*=0.3. This point of the curve was chosen because it lies approximately midway in the positive range of filtered signal values for the low-contrast condition where the nonlinearities are typically steep and not affected by threshold or saturation. Finally, we compared sensitivities by computing the ratio *S~LL~*/*S~HL~* for each of the two stimulus components *X* and *Y*. Using the slope of the nonlinearity here, rather than its maximal firing rate as we had done previously for salamander retinal ganglion cells ([@B24]), aims at measuring sensitivity independently of variations in the baseline activity, which we found to sometimes occur between contrast conditions in the mouse retina.

We also used the marginal nonlinearities to assess the degree of nonlinearity of individual cells. To do so, we compared the steepness of the nonlinearities for positive and negative inputs. Concretely, we used the nonlinearities of the low-low condition and extracted the slope values of the fitted sigmoid functions in the positive range (*S*~pos~, measured at *s*=0.3) and negative range (*S*~neg~, measured at *s*=−0.3). We then computed (*S*~pos~−*S*~neg~)/(*S*~pos~+*S*~neg~) and defined a cell's nonlinearity index as the average of this value over *X* and *Y*. Fairly linear curves yield nonlinearity indices near zero, whereas nonlinearity indices near unity indicate a threshold-like nonlinearity.

### Detection of image-recurrence-sensitive cells. {#sec1-1-9}

In a subset of experiments, we used shifting gratings to detect image-recurrence-sensitive (IRS) ganglion cells, as described previously ([@B37]). Briefly, a square-wave grating of 270-µm spatial period and 60% Michelson contrast was presented in a sequence of 800-ms-long fixations, separated by 100-ms transitions, during which the grating was shifted by approximately two spatial periods to land in one of four equally spaced fixation positions (corresponding to four specific spatial phases of the grating). The four fixation positions were numbered from 1 to 4, and their sequence was randomly chosen so that all 16 possible transitions between the starting position and the target position appeared randomly several times in the stimulus sequence.

We analyzed the responses by computing the peristimulus time histogram (PSTH) for each of the 16 transitions, using 10-ms bins. IRS cells were then identified as cells with sharp peaks in the PSTHs selectively for transitions where starting and target image were identical. Concretely, we computed a Recurrence Sensitivity Index in the following way ([@B37]): For the image recurrence of position *i* (i.e., where starting and target position of the grating were equal to *i*), we determined $D_{i}^{\text{(rec)}}$ as the maximal increase in the PSTH from one 10-ms bin to the next in the window from 50 to 250 ms after transition offset. Analogously, we determined $D_{i}^{\text{(change)}}$ as the maximal increase in the PSTH for the transition where the target position was equal to *i* and the starting position was the contrast-reversed grating. The Recurrence Sensitivity Index was then defined as $RSI = \frac{1}{4} \cdot {\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{4}{{\left( {D_{i}^{\text{(rec)}} - D_{i}^{\text{(change)}}} \right)\,}/\,\left( {D_{i}^{\text{(rec)}} + D_{i}^{\text{(change)}}} \right)}}$, and IRS cells were determined as cells with $RSI \geq 0.5$.

### Statistical testing. {#sec1-1-10}

To assess statistical significance of differences between contrast conditions or cell groups, we used nonparametric tests because Shapiro-Wilk tests indicated nonnormal distributions of several of the extracted parameters. We generally used a 5% significance criterion. Significance of contrast-induced changes of response parameters within a group of cells was assessed by a Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Significance of parameter differences between the four distinguished groups of cells were always first assessed by a Kruskal-Wallis test. We then further checked which specific cell groups were responsible for these parameter differences by performing a post hoc analysis of mean ranks with Bonferroni correction.

We graphically represented distributions of extracted parameters as box plots, which display the median and the interquartile range (IQR) from first to third quartile by a central line and a box, respectively. In addition, whiskers extend to most extreme values within 1.5×IQR, and outliers beyond this range are shown as distinct data points.

RESULTS {#sec2}
=======

 {#sec2-1}

### Diversity of spatial contrast adaptation. {#sec2-1-1}

We studied the spatial scope of contrast adaptation in ganglion cells of isolated mouse retina by recording spikes with a stimulus that contained local changes in contrast. The stimulus consisted of two sets of regions, called *locations X* and *locations Y*, respectively, which were simultaneously stimulated with independent white-noise sequences of light intensity. The range of light intensities in the applied sequence determines the stimulus contrast level, here defined as the standard deviation of light intensities relative to their mean. For *locations X*, this stimulus contrast switched every 40 s between a low level (20% contrast) and a high level (100%), whereas contrast remained fixed at 20% for *locations Y* ([Fig. 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). For each cell, contrast-induced changes in temporal filtering and sensitivity were analyzed separately for the two sets of locations by reverse-correlation analysis that provided separate temporal filters and marginal nonlinearities (see [methods]{.smallcaps}). [Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"} shows exemplary results from four ganglion cells that are representative of different types of adaptation characteristics. As expected, the cells increased their firing rates when stimulation was switched from low contrast at both sets of locations (low-low condition, [Fig. 2*A*](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}, 0--40 s) to high contrast at *X* and low contrast at *Y* (high-low condition, [Fig. 2*A*](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}, 40--80 s).

![Filtering characteristics and nonlinearities of 4 sample cells, corresponding to the 4 distinguished groups of cells, comparing activity under the high-low contrast condition (dark color shades) and low-low condition (brighter shades). *A*: firing rate histograms averaged over all trials during the low-low condition (0--40 s) and the high-low condition (40--80 s). *B*: filters obtained for *locations X*. *Insets* show how the stimulus relates to the receptive fields by displaying white and black squares for *locations X* and *Y*, respectively, and weighting the contrast by the Gaussian fit to the receptive field of the corresponding cell. The yellow ellipses display the 3-σ contour lines of the Gaussian fits. *C*: filters obtained for *locations Y*. *D*: marginal nonlinearities obtained for *locations X*, shown over the range spanned by the low contrast stimulation and shifted to pass approximately through the origin (see [methods]{.smallcaps}) so that responses are measured as changes in firing rate ("Δ Rate"). *Insets* show the nonshifted nonlinearities. *E*: marginal nonlinearities obtained for *locations Y*.](z9k0111743920002){#F0002}

Effects of contrast on temporal filtering were assessed by computing the spike-triggered average for each of the two contrast conditions and separating it into a temporal filter for locations where contrast changed (*locations X*, [Fig. 2*B*](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}) and a temporal filter for locations where contrast remained constant (*locations Y*, [Fig. 2*C*](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}). For the first sample cell, both temporal filters remained largely unchanged across the two contrast conditions, indicating that there were hardly any contrast-induced changes in temporal filtering for this cell. For convenience during further analysis, we termed cells with this behavior fixed-filter cells. The second sample cell showed a marked change for the filter at *X* with faster kinetics and a more biphasic shape, but an essentially unchanged filter at *Y*. This suggests that changes in temporal filtering were locally confined to regions inside the receptive field where contrast actually changed. Cells with this behavior are in the following called locally adaptive cells. By contrast, the third sample cell displayed pronounced, nearly identical filter changes at both *X* and *Y*, indicating that local changes in contrast affected the entire receptive field of this cell in a virtually uniform fashion. We call cells with such behavior globally adaptive cells. Finally, the fourth sample cell is representative of a subset of cells for which filter shapes were affected for both sets of locations, yet the changes were more pronounced at *locations Y*. This means that the effects of contrast adaptation on temporal filtering were actually more pronounced at locations where contrast stayed constant, and we therefore call these cells translocally adaptive cells.

We also investigated how the local contrast changes at *locations X* affected the sensitivity of the cells for stimuli at either *locations X* or *locations Y*. To do so, we computed marginal nonlinearities for both sets of locations separately (see [methods]{.smallcaps}), which capture how, on average, the ganglion cell translated activation at the corresponding location into a firing rate ([Fig. 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}, *D* and *E*). To focus on comparing the shape and steepness of the nonlinearities as a measure of sensitivity, we shifted them to approximately pass through the origin of the plots. This was done because the marginal nonlinearities generally contain an elevated baseline, which is caused by spikes generated from activation at the other set of stimulus locations and which therefore depends on the contrast level at the other set of locations. The nonshifted marginal nonlinearities are shown as insets in [Fig. 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}, *D* and *E*. Except for the fixed-filter cell, the sample cells showed changes in the nonlinearity at both sets of locations. In particular, for strong positive activation, nonlinearities for the low-low condition were considerably steeper, indicative of a higher gain. These sensitivity changes occurred not only at locations where contrast changed, but also for locations where contrast remained constant, indicative of at least some degree of global sensitivity adaptation after local contrast changes.

### Quantification of filter changes and grouping of cells into adaptation classes. {#sec2-1-2}

The four sample cells of [Fig. 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"} showed that different ganglion cells can display quite different spatial transfer properties of adaptation effects evoked by local contrast changes. To systematically assess the local and global contributions to contrast-induced changes in temporal filtering and sensitivity over the population of recorded ganglion cells, we aimed at quantifying the filter and sensitivity changes, while distinguishing between different adaptation patterns as displayed by the four examples of [Fig. 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}. We therefore sought a simple approach for grouping cells according to their adaptation characteristics by computing a filter dissimilarity index to quantify differences in filter shape between the low-low and high-low contrast conditions (see [methods]{.smallcaps}). Filter dissimilarity indices near zero correspond to constant filter shapes across contrast condition, whereas indices near unity indicate strong filter changes.

Plotting the filter dissimilarity indices for both *locations X* and *locations Y* for all recorded cells ([Fig. 3*A*](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}) shows a continuum of quantitative filter changes, with some cells having large filter dissimilarity indices at *X* as well as at *Y* (globally adaptive cells), some cells having small filter dissimilarity indices at both locations (fixed-filter cells), and some cells having considerably larger filter dissimilarity indices at either *X* or *Y* as compared with the other location (locally adaptive cells and translocally adaptive cells, respectively). Although the continuous distribution of the data did not suggest distinct adaptation types, we used it to group cells into rough classes to further analyze how the different general adaptation characteristics relate to other response features. We thus selected four groups of sample cells along the edges of this distribution to represent the four combinations with changing or constant filters at *X* and *Y* ([Fig. 3*A*](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}, see also [methods]{.smallcaps}). Note that this represents merely a pragmatic choice to facilitate further population analysis, and we do not claim that the groups capture discrete categories of adaptation or individual cell types, nor that four would be the right number of groups to consider. Correspondingly, the labels that we attach to these groups, such as "globally adaptive cells," are not meant to imply a distinctive type of cells but are rather used as a shorthand for referring to cells that primarily showed, for example, global adaptation characteristics.

![Characterization of cell classes with differences in the spatial scope of contrast adaptation. *A*: quantification of filter dissimilarity at *locations X* and *Y* for all recorded cells (*n* = 398). The filter dissimilarity values provided the basis for selecting 4 groups of cells, as indicated by the colors, to represent the cases with strong filter changes at *X*, at *Y*, at both, or at neither set of locations. The 4 sample cells of [Fig. 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"} are marked by thick black outlines. On the right, the shaded area behind the displayed sample filters marks the temporal window used for computing the filter dissimilarities. *B*: distributions of ON vs. OFF cells for the 4 groups. *C*: distributions of receptive field sizes. *D*: distributions of stimulus coverage bias. *E*: temporal filters, obtained from spatiotemporal white-noise stimulation, separated into the 4 groups and into ON and OFF cells. *F*: distributions of time-to-peak values obtained from the filters shown in *E*. *G*: distributions of biphasic indices obtained from the filters shown in the *E*. *H*: distributions of the ratio of the steady-state firing rate between the 2 contrast conditions. *I*: distributions of nonlinearity indices.](z9k0111743920003){#F0003}

### Differences in general response properties between the adaptation classes. {#sec2-1-3}

We used the obtained grouping of cells to first check whether the distinguished adaptation classes also differed in their preferred contrast polarity. Based on the temporal component of the receptive field, we classified each cell as an ON or OFF cell and found that both response types were well represented in each of the distinguished adaptation groups ([Fig. 3*B*](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, both ON and OFF ganglion cells showed similar diversity of the spatial scope of contrast adaptation, which was therefore not directly linked to differences in the preferred contrast polarity. By contrast, when considering the size of the spatial receptive field ([Fig. 3*C*](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}), we found that globally adaptive cells were comparatively large (average diameters of 314 ± 45 µm, denoting mean ± SD as in all subsequent quantification of population data) and differed significantly (*P* = 0.005, Kruskal-Wallis test) from the fixed-filter and locally adaptive cells (fixed-filter cells: 272 ± 48 µm; locally adaptive cells: 278 ± 51 µm). Translocally adaptive cells showed no clear difference from other groups of cells (287 ± 59 µm). Given these differences in receptive field size, we checked whether there was any systematic difference between the groups of cells in how the stimulus components covered the receptive fields. Analysis of the stimulus coverage bias (cf. [Fig. 1*C*](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}), however, showed that for all four groups, both stimulus components contributed nearly equally to the receptive field coverage ([Fig. 3*D*](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}), without significant differences between the groups (*P* = 0.72, Kruskal-Wallis test).

Locally adaptive and globally adaptive cells not only differed in their receptive field sizes but also showed clear differences in the temporal profiles of the receptive fields. [Figure 3*E*](#F0003){ref-type="fig"} shows the extracted temporal filters for the selected sample cells according to the four groups. Most strikingly, globally adaptive cells with few exceptions displayed short time-to-peak values and particularly biphasic filters ([Fig. 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}, *F* and *G*), suggesting that the global scope of contrast adaptation is primarily found for fast, transient ganglion cell types. By contrast, locally adaptive cells were characterized by rather slow, monophasic filter shapes ([Fig. 3*G*](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}) and were thus distinct from globally adaptive cells in their temporal filtering characteristics. Fixed-filter cells typically showed fast filters with time-to-peak comparable to globally adaptive cells, but with only mild biphasicness, comparable to locally adaptive cells ([Fig. 3*G*](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, translocally adaptive cells showed a wide range of filter shapes with no characteristic pattern.

The original four sample cells had varied strongly in the contrast-dependent changes of the activity level ([Fig. 2*A*](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}). Average firing rates changed dramatically across contrast conditions for the globally adaptive cell, but only little for the fixed-filter cell. To check whether this is a systematic effect, we computed the normalized difference in steady-state firing rates between the high-low and the low-low condition (see [methods]{.smallcaps}). Indeed, globally adaptive cells typically had much stronger changes in average firing rates than the other groups (*P* \< 10^−11^, Kruskal-Wallis test), whereas fixed-filter cells only displayed small differences in average activity between the low-low and the high-low contrast condition ([Fig. 3*H*](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}). Locally adaptive cells showed intermediate contrast-induced changes of the activity level, which were more pronounced than for fixed-filter cells (*P* \< 10^−4^), but smaller than for globally adaptive cells (*P* \< 10^−4^).

These differences in the contrast-induced changes of the average firing rate may depend on how nonlinear the cells are in their light responses. The fixed-filter cell of [Fig. 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}, for example, had a rather linear response relation so that firing rate elevations and reductions under higher contrast may approximately balance each other out. The globally adaptive cell of [Fig. 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}, on the other hand, displayed a strong, threshold-like nonlinearity, so that higher contrast can lead to a net increase in average firing rate. Indeed, we found that globally adaptive cells generally had more pronounced nonlinearities than the other groups (*P* \< 10^−4^ in all cases), as quantified by a nonlinearity index that compares the slopes of the marginal nonlinearities for positive and negative input ([Fig. 3*I*](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, fixed-filter cells generally had much less pronounced nonlinearities, with smaller nonlinearity indices than cells from the other groups (*P* \< 10^−4^ in all cases).

Together, these analyses suggest that the different patterns of spatial contrast adaptation depend on cell type, yet likely span multiple cell types each, e.g., ON-type and OFF-type cells. Most globally adaptive cells had large receptive fields, strongly biphasic filters, pronounced nonlinearities, and a strong dependence of the average activity on contrast level. Locally adaptive cells, on the other hand, were typically small with slow, monophasic temporal filters. Fixed-filter cells often had also small receptive fields and rather monophasic temporal filters and, in particular, showed the most linear dependence of firing rate on activation level and the smallest changes of average firing rates across contrast levels. Finally, translocally adaptive cells were the least homogeneous group with generally intermediate response characteristics.

The selection of four groups of ganglion cells aims at providing structure to the observed variability of spatial adaptation profiles by focusing on the most pronounced adaptation patterns. Yet, the continuous distribution of filter changes ([Fig. 3*A*](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}) may suggest handling this variability in a continuous fashion by correlating the dissimilarity of the filters under different contrast conditions to other response features. This would also allow taking all recorded cells into account and thereby serve to test whether focusing on cells from the edges of the distribution of filter changes gives a skewed picture, not representative of the overall population of cells. Thus, to check whether our selection of groups biased our analysis towards cells with particular response properties, we analyzed basic response characteristics for all cells to relate them to the filter changes on a cell-by-cell basis. An example is shown in [Fig. 4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}, which displays scatter plots of the filter changes at *Y* (where contrast stayed constant), depending on the various response characteristics of the cells.

![Cell-by-cell analysis of how contrast-induced filter changes at *locations Y* relate to basic response characteristics. *A*: relation to receptive field size. *B*: relation to stimulus coverage bias. *C*: relation to time-to-peak of the filters, as obtained in [Fig. 3*F*](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}. *D*: relation to filter biphasicness. *E*: relation to the ratio of the steady-state firing rate between the 2 contrast conditions. *F*: relation to the nonlinearity index, which quantifies how nonlinear the cells' responses are relative to their filter activation. Colors indicate cells of the selected groups, as defined in [Fig. 3*A*](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}.](z9k0111743920004){#F0004}

The plots primarily indicate that there is no simple relation between general response properties and filter changes beyond what could be extracted from [Fig. 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}. The data form a continuum with relation to the investigated response characteristics, and the selected four groups represent the spread of the data. For example, for the relation to the change in steady-state firing rate ([Fig. 4*E*](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}), it becomes apparent that strong firing rate changes nearly always induce filter changes at *Y*, as mostly captured by the group of globally adaptive cells. However, the plots also show that focusing on filter changes at only one set of locations (here *Y*) does not give the full picture. In [Fig. 4*E*](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}, for example, this analysis does not by itself distinguish between globally adaptive cells, which do display a strong change in firing rate, and translocally adaptive cells, which do not show such a strong change in firing rate, but still have a strong filter change for *locations Y*; this structure is only revealed by simultaneously considering filter changes also at *locations X*. Similarly, locally adaptive cells display a large time-to-peak ([Fig. 4*C*](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}) and a large nonlinearity index ([Fig. 4*F*](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}), yet, on the population level, this is counteracted by other cells, in particular fixed-filter cells, that also have small filter dissimilarity for *locations Y* but, unlike locally adaptive cells, do not have strong filter changes for *locations X*. Thus, for a clearer picture, we need to simultaneously take into account the filter changes at both *X* and *Y*, and the grouping of cells as in [Fig. 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"} is a straightforward way to do so. For further analysis, we therefore focus on the selected groups because they appear to reasonably represent the distribution of adaptive filter changes and because they allow us to simultaneously take the effects at both sets of locations into account.

### Spatial scope of contrast adaptation for a specific ganglion cell type. {#sec2-1-4}

Before analyzing the adaptation characteristics of the four classes of cells further, however, we aimed at testing the idea that the type of filter changes depend on cell type. Distinguishing the more than 30 different types of ganglion cells based on functional characterizations is not an easy task ([@B2]), yet some specific cell types may be detected through their characteristic responses to particular stimulus patterns. Thus, to check how a specific ganglion cell type relates to the broad continuum of local and global contrast adaptation effects, we aimed at identifying image-recurrence-sensitive (IRS) cells in some of our experiments. These cells show a characteristic sensitivity to the recurrence of an image under saccade-like transitions, and they correspond to the specific type of transient OFF-alpha ganglion cells ([@B37]). We therefore stimulated the retina with a square-wave grating that was repeatedly shifted between four different fixation positions ([Fig. 5*A*](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}). We then identified IRS cells by their posttransition response peaks, which occurred selectively for those transitions where the grating positions before and after the transition were identical ([Fig. 5*B*](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}, see [methods]{.smallcaps}). When checking the changes in temporal filtering for these cells, we found that all identified IRS cells consistently displayed changes in the filters for *locations X* as well as for *locations Y*, in a way that was remarkably similar between individual cells ([Fig. 5](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}, *C* and *D*), with apparent global adaptation characteristics. This corroborates our conclusion that the spatial scope of contrast adaptation is a cell-type specific feature.

![Image-recurrence-sensitive (IRS) cells consistently display global contrast adaptation. *A*: schematic spatiotemporal display of the stimulus used for identifying IRS cells. The numbers on top indicate fixation positions of the grating, which are separated by rapid shifts of the grating. *B*: matrix of PSTHs for all 16 possible transitions between different starting positions (*y*-axis) and target positions (*x*-axis) for 2 sample cells, displaying the characteristic second response peak for transitions with equal starting and target position. The shaded regions mark the 100-ms transition periods. *C*: temporal filters obtained for the same 2 cells as in *B* for the contrast-adaptation stimulus that switched between the low-low condition (light orange) and the high-low condition (dark orange). *D*: scatter plot of filter dissimilarity indices for all recorded cells (same data as in [Fig. 3*A*](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}) with all identified IRS cells (*n* = 7) highlighted in red. The 2 sample cells are indicated by thick black outlines.](z9k0111743920005){#F0005}

### Characteristics of contrast-induced filter changes. {#sec2-1-5}

To better characterize the nature of the contrast-induced filter changes for the four selected classes of ganglion cells, we quantified the shift in time-to-peak between the contrast conditions ([Fig. 6*A*](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}) and compared the biphasicness for the two conditions at *locations X* ([Fig. 6*B*](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}) as well as at *locations Y* ([Fig. 6*C*](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, fixed-filter cells had no or very little shift in time-to-peak at either *X* or *Y* (*X*: 3 ± 3 ms; *Y*: 2 ± 3 ms), and their biphasicness remained approximately unaltered for both *X* and *Y*. For locally adaptive cells, the local scope of changes in temporal filtering was apparent in both the peak time and the biphasicness, indicating that these cells are locally adaptive both in the kinetics and in the frequency selectivity. The cells displayed large shifts in time-to-peak for *locations X* (23 ± 9 ms), but not for *Y* (6 ± 5 ms), and their biphasicness was strongly increased for the high-low condition at *locations X* (high-low: 1.20 ± 1.01; low-low: 0.61 ± 0.28; *P* = 0.01), but not at *Y* (high-low: 0.63 ± 0.39; low-low: 0.57 ± 0.39; *P* = 0.1). By contrast, globally adaptive cells showed large shifts in time-to-peak for both *X* and *Y* (X: 18 ± 5 ms; Y: 17 ± 6 ms), with no significant difference between *locations X* and *Y* (*P* = 0.2). Biphasic indices of globally adaptive cells generally increased for both locations during the high-low condition, though some cells also showed no change in biphasicness. For translocally adaptive cells, the most striking feature was that biphasicness changed strongly and significantly for *locations Y* (high-low: 1.20 ± 0.51; low-low: 0.64 ± 0.24; *P* = 0.001), but not for *locations X* (high-low: 0.61 ± 0.31; low-low: 0.65 ± 0.24; *P* = 0.15). This shows that the peculiar nonlocal adaptation of temporal filtering in these cells corresponds to altered local frequency selectivity rather than altered kinetics.

![Population analysis of filter changes in response to local contrast changes. *A*: shift in time-to-peak (Δ*P*) of the filters between the low-low and high-low conditions, compared for *locations X* and *locations Y*. Here and in subsequent panels, the dashed diagonal line indicates identity. The circles with dark edges mark the data from the 4 sample cells of [Fig. 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}. *B*: biphasic indices (computed as the ratio *A*~2~/*A*~1~ of the secondary and primary filter peak amplitudes) for *locations X*, compared for the low-low and high-low conditions. *C*: biphasic indices for *locations Y*. (Fixed-filter cells: *n* = 30; locally adaptive cells: *n* = 20, globally adaptive cells: *n* = 32; translocally adaptive cells: *n* = 19.)](z9k0111743920006){#F0006}

### Adaptation of local sensitivity. {#sec2-1-6}

Adapting to new contrast not only affects temporal filtering in ganglion cells but also changes their sensitivity ([@B1]; [@B19]; [@B33]). To measure the changes in local sensitivity for each of the two *locations X* and *Y* separately, we analyzed the marginal nonlinearities that measure sensitivity at each of the two locations. When contrast at *locations X* increased, the marginal nonlinearities for both sets of locations changed in shape ([Fig. 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}, *D* and *E*). In particular, we typically observed increased steepness of the nonlinearities for positive activation during the low-low contrast condition, reflecting a larger gain at lower contrast level.

To quantify the contrast-induced changes in sensitivity, we here measured the gain as the steepness of the marginal nonlinearity for positive filter output ([Fig. 7](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, we fitted the nonlinearity with a sigmoidal function and defined the sensitivity measures S~LL~ of the low-low condition and S~HL~ of the high-low condition by the slope of the corresponding function at a fixed position (see [methods]{.smallcaps}). We compared sensitivities for the two contrast conditions by calculating the ratio S~LL~/S~HL~ for both *X* and *Y*. Values close to unity correspond to similar sensitivity for both contrast conditions, and larger values indicate higher sensitivity during the low-low condition.

![Population analysis of the changes in sensitivity in response to local contrast changes, measured as the ratio of the sensitivities under low-low (*S~LL~*) and high-low (*S~HL~*) contrast conditions. Sensitivity was calculated, as depicted in the inset in the upper-left corner, as the slope of the fitted marginal nonlinearity at an input value of 0.3. As a control, *insets* in the lower-left corners show the same sensitivity measure, but computed from conditional nonlinearities, obtained by selecting time points for which the other stimulus component had filter activation near zero (see [methods]{.smallcaps}). The conditional nonlinearities confirm the results obtained with marginal nonlinearities, albeit with higher noise level because the conditional nonlinearities are based on restricted subsets of the data.](z9k0111743920007){#F0007}

The data show that most analyzed cells had higher sensitivity during the low-low condition for both *X* and *Y*, indicative of at least some global adaptation of sensitivity. For fixed-filter cells, the sensitivity changes were smaller than for the other three groups of cells. For these cells as well as for globally adaptive and translocally adaptive cells, the sensitivity ratio S~LL~/S~HL~ showed no significant difference between the two locations (*P* \> 0.4 in all cases), suggesting that sensitivity adapts primarily in a global fashion under contrast changes for these three groups of cells. By contrast, locally adaptive cells displayed much larger sensitivity ratios for *locations X* than for *locations Y* (*P* \< 10^−3^). Thus, locally adaptive cells showed a local spatial scope of contrast adaptation not only for their temporal filters, but also for their sensitivity.

### Local contrast adaptation under constant global contrast. {#sec2-1-7}

Contrast-adaptation effects that occur on a global spatial scope should be reduced when local contrast changes occur in such a fashion that global contrast over the receptive field remains constant. Local contrast adaptation effects, on the other hand, should then prevail. To test this scenario, we used a stimulus that contained alternating high-contrast episodes at *locations X* and *locations Y*, thus switching between a high-low (high contrast at *X*) and a low-high (high contrast at *Y*) condition. Thus, while the previous stimulus contained both global and local contrast changes, the stimulus considered now aimed at keeping global contrast constant while still changing local contrast. [Figure 8](#F0008){ref-type="fig"} shows results from four sample cells, representing the four distinguished adaptation groups.

![Filtering characteristics and nonlinearities of ganglion cells under local contrast changes with constant global contrast, comparing activity under the high-low contrast condition (high contrast at *X*, low contrast at *Y*, dark color shades) and the low-high condition (low contrast at *X*, high contrast at *Y*, brighter shades). *A*: firing rate histograms, averaged over all trials during the low-high condition (0--40 s) and the high-low condition (40--80 s). *B*: filters obtained for *locations X*. *C*: filters obtained for *locations Y*. *Insets* display the relation of the stimulus to the receptive fields as in [Fig. 2*B*](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}. *D*: marginal nonlinearities obtained for *locations X*, over the range spanned by the low contrast stimulation, shifted to pass approximately through the origin of the plot so that responses are measured as changes in firing rate ("Δ Rate"). Insets show nonshifted nonlinearities. *E*: marginal nonlinearities obtained for *locations Y*.](z9k0111743920008){#F0008}

We observed that this stimulus indeed kept global contrast approximately constant for each cell because the average firing rates were about equal for the high-low and low-high contrast conditions ([Fig. 8*A*](#F0008){ref-type="fig"}). Nonetheless, the locally adaptive cell showed strong filter changes between the contrast conditions, whereas filters were more similar across contrast conditions for the other sample cells. This corroborates the strongly local scope of contrast adaptation in cells that we identified as locally adaptive. Furthermore, the translocally adaptive cell had slightly more biphasic filters for either *X* or *Y* whenever contrast was high at the other set of locations, although apart from a small difference in amplitude of the first filter peak, the filters look nearly identical for the two contrast conditions. This underscores that the translocal nature of contrast-induced filter changes is restricted to changes in biphasicness. Finally, this stimulus revealed a small local adaptation component in the biphasicness of the filters for the globally adaptive cell. Note that the effect here was that biphasicness was larger for locations where contrast was high, which is opposite to the effect observed for the translocally adaptive cell.

Population analysis confirmed these observations. First, we computed the filter dissimilarity indices for the original stimulus ([Fig. 9*A*](#F0009){ref-type="fig"}) and for the new stimulus with alternating high-contrast locations ([Fig. 9*B*](#F0009){ref-type="fig"}) for all cells recorded under this new stimulus. Note that for the latter, contrast changed at both sets of locations so that local adaptation here led to high filter dissimilarity for both *X* and *Y*. This was observed primarily for locally adaptive cells, which provided data points primarily to the upper right of [Fig. 9*B*](#F0009){ref-type="fig"}. Globally adaptive cells, on the other hand, now often had small filter dissimilarity for both *X* and *Y*, indicating that adaptation effects were reduced in these cells when local contrast changed, but global contrast stayed constant. For a clearer picture of how filters and sensitivity changed under local contrast changes with constant global contrast, we again analyzed the changes separately for each of the four distinguished groups ([Fig. 10](#F0010){ref-type="fig"}).

![Comparison of filter dissimilarity under local contrast changes with and without changes in global contrast. *A*: filter dissimilarity indices under the standard stimulus with contrast changes restricted to *locations X*. The plot only shows cells that were also recorded under stimulation with high contrast alternating between *locations X* and *Y* (*n* = 193), and the data therefore constitute a subset of the data shown in [Fig. 3*A*](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}. *B*: filter dissimilarity indices for the same cells as in *A*, obtained under stimulation with high contrast alternating between *locations X* and *Y*. Colors indicate cells of the 4 distinguished adaptation groups, as defined according to their filter dissimilarity values displayed in *A*. The 4 sample cells of [Fig. 8](#F0008){ref-type="fig"} are marked by thick black outlines.](z9k0111743920009){#F0009}

![Population analysis of filter and sensitivity changes in response to local contrast changes with constant global contrast. *A*: shifts in time-to-peak of the filters between the high-low and low-high conditions, compared for *X* and *Y*. *B*: biphasic indices for *locations X*, compared between the high-low and low-high conditions. *C*: same as *B*, but for *locations Y*. *D*: sensitivity changes, compared between *X* and *Y*. The 4 sample cells of [Fig. 8](#F0008){ref-type="fig"} are marked by thick black outlines. **(**Fixed-filter cells: *n* = 17; locally adaptive cells: *n* = 16; globally adaptive cells: *n* = 25: translocally adaptive cells: *n* = 12.)](z9k0111743920010){#F0010}

Changes in time-to-peak ([Fig. 10*A*](#F0010){ref-type="fig"}) were most systematic for locally adaptive cells, with earlier time-to-peak whenever the contrast was high at the corresponding location (mean changes in time-to-peak, here defined as P~low-high~ -- P~high-low~, at *X*: 8.3 ± 5.5 ms, *P* \< 10^−3^; at *Y*: −7.7 ± 6.5 ms, *P* \< 10^−3^). Cells from the other groups showed no or small shifts in time-to-peak; only globally adaptive cells displayed a significant shift for *locations Y* (−6.9 ± 7.4 ms, *P* \< 10^−4^), though not for *locations X*. Locally adaptive cells furthermore showed systematic effects also in the biphasicness, with generally more biphasic filters when the corresponding locations experienced high contrast, though this effect was significant only for *locations X* ([Fig. 10](#F0010){ref-type="fig"}, *B* and *C*; *P* \< 10^−4^ for *X* and *P* = 0.08 for *Y*).

Finally, the sensitivity changes under this stimulus paradigm were often small, with sensitivity ratios near unity ([Fig. 10*D*](#F0010){ref-type="fig"}), and generally smaller than for the previous stimulus paradigm (cf. [Fig. 7](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}). This is consistent with the mostly global scope of contrast-induced sensitivity changes observed above because the present stimulus keeps global contrast approximately constant and therefore does not effectively trigger global mechanisms of sensitivity adaptation. Local sensitivity changes, on the other hand, could still be triggered and should reveal themselves in opposing sensitivity changes for *locations X* and *Y*, that is, data points along the lower-right diagonal in [Fig. 10*D*](#F0010){ref-type="fig"}. This can be observed for the locally adaptive cells and was corroborated by a statistical analysis: Since contrast was low at *X* during the low-high condition and low at *Y* during the high-low condition, we tested whether *S~LH~*/*S~HL~* for *locations X* and *S~HL~*/*S~LH~* for *locations Y* were systematically larger than unity. This was the case for locally adaptive cells (*P* = 0.0021, sign test). Translocally adaptive cells also showed a number of data points along the lower-left diagonal, but this was not quite significant in our data (*P* = 0.064, sign test). Fixed-filter and globally adaptive cells did not reveal any local sensitivity adaptation here (*P* = 0.87 and *P* = 0.32, respectively). Thus, again, locally adaptive cells display local adaptation in sensitivity most clearly, confirming that these cells are locally adaptive not only in their temporal filtering properties, but also in their sensitivity.

DISCUSSION {#sec3}
==========

The visual system adjusts its stimulus processing characteristics to changes in visual contrast. Often, this contrast adaptation is investigated by considering spatially homogeneous contrast changes that affect the entire visual scene. Yet, natural scenes are likely to contain local variations in contrast, owing to different objects, textures, or lighting conditions in the scene. Thus, changes in contrast may often occur in a local fashion, for example, when objects move or the gaze direction shifts.

We here investigated whether such local changes in contrast, when they occur on a scale smaller than a receptive field, lead to local adaptation effects, confined to the region where contrast changed, or whether they can affect the receptive field in its entirety. Whether contrast adaptation occurs locally or globally over receptive fields is important for both ganglion cell function and for understanding mechanisms of contrast adaptation ([@B9]; [@B24]; [@B59]). Local adaptation of sensitivity allows a ganglion cell, for example, to remain sensitive to low-contrast features even when other parts of the receptive field are stimulated at high contrast, providing for a locally adjusted integration of spatial information across the receptive field. Global adaptation, on the other hand, focuses a cell's stimulus encoding potential on the features of highest contrast in the receptive field, at the expense of weaker contrast signals at other parts of the receptive field, much like a winner-take-all representation. The difference between local and global sensitivity changes appears particularly relevant for moving objects that cross the receptive field. In the case of global adaptation, the entry of the object into the receptive field will be more strongly represented than its subsequent trajectory through the adapted receptive field, which has been suggested as an important contribution to motion anticipation phenomena ([@B6]; [@B14]; [@B39]).

 {#sec3-1}

### Cell-specific differences in spatial scope of contrast adaptation in mouse retina. {#sec3-1-1}

For ganglion cells of mouse retina, we here found a surprising diversity, ranging from no or very small contrast adaptation effects to pronounced local or global contrast adaptation. This is in striking contrast to our previous observations in the salamander retina ([@B24]) where adaptation phenomena appeared much more homogeneous and where global adaptation predominated, with most recorded cells appearing similar to what we here consider as globally adaptive cells. We hypothesize that the spatial scope of contrast adaptation observed in mouse retina is cell-type specific. This is supported by two observations. First, we found that the contrast-induced changes in temporal filtering are related to other response features of the cells. For example, globally adaptive cells tend to have large receptive fields, whereas locally adaptive cells have slow filters, and fixed-filter cells are the most linear in their contrast encoding ([Fig. 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}, *C*--*I*). And second, for one particular type of cells, namely transient OFF-alpha cells, which were identified via their sensitivity to image recurrence across saccade-like image transitions ([@B37]), we could indeed show that the adaptation characteristics are quite similar for different cells of the same type.

Nonetheless, we cannot exclude that, for individual cells, the observed contrast-induced changes at the two sets of locations are also influenced by the particular placement of the stimulus subfields onto the cells' receptive fields, for example, because a given cell might be more sensitive to stimuli either at *locations X* or at *locations Y*. Yet, it seems unlikely that the stimulus placement has a strong effect on our general findings regarding the observed diversity and the distinguished types of spatial scope in contrast adaptation. First, cells were generally about equally sensitive to both stimulus components, as measured by the stimulus coverage bias ([Fig. 1*C*](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}), and each of the four adaptation groups contained examples with slightly more sensitivity for *X* as well as for *Y* ([Figs. 3*D*](#F0003){ref-type="fig"} and [4*B*](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}). Second, when the roles of *locations X* and *Y* were exchanged during the experiment with high contrast alternating between them ([Fig. 8](#F0008){ref-type="fig"}), adaptation properties switched accordingly; for example, a locally adaptive cell showed faster and more biphasic filters when the corresponding local contrast was high, regardless of whether *locations X* or *Y* were considered ([Figs. 8](#F0008){ref-type="fig"} and [10](#F0010){ref-type="fig"}). However, future characterizations of the spatial scope of contrast adaptation for individual cells might be strengthened by additional recordings with varying placements of the stimulus subfields *X* and *Y*.

Apart from the example of transient OFF-alpha cells, we did not focus on a specific ganglion cell type, since our goal was an overall characterization of the spatial scope of contrast adaptation at the level of ganglion cells. Rather, our multielectrode-array recordings allowed us to assess a wide variety of ganglion cells, likely sampling many of the over 30 different types ([@B2]; [@B63]). This let us identify the multifaceted spatial scope of contrast adaptation and analyze its characteristics by selecting groups of cells from the edges of the continuous distribution of changes in temporal filtering. The results suggest that it may be useful to include the spatial scope of contrast adaptation in future detailed studies of specific, identified ganglion cell types.

### Using local contrast changes to assess spatial adaptation features. {#sec3-1-2}

Our approach has been to apply visual stimuli with increased contrast in subregions of the receptive field ([@B24]). Similar approaches have also been used to distinguish adapting and sensitizing regions of ganglion cell receptive fields ([@B30]) and to characterize spatially selective adaptation in the visual thalamus and in primary visual cortex ([@B21]). Analogously, the local increase in contrast may also be applied in an abstract stimulus space such as the orientation of visually displayed gratings ([@B4]).

In our case, the stimuli and the contrast changes extended over the entire retina. This allowed us to simultaneously analyze cells spread across the entire spatial range of the multielectrode arrays. However, a disadvantage of this approach is that we cannot distinguish between effects occurring in the receptive field centers and effects occurring in the inhibitory surrounds. For example, it seems likely that the biphasic shape of the temporal filters is partly evoked by surround-triggered inhibition and that changes in biphasicness are thus related to contrast changes in the surround. Future studies may try differentiating between local contrast changes in the center and in the surround, perhaps in the context of single-cell recordings where receptive field locations are more easily accessible during the experiment. From a phenomenological point of view, however, the contrast changes in both center and surround may be considered a realistic scenario, as regions of higher and lower contrast in natural scenes will typically not be restricted to receptive field centers alone. Furthermore, our applied stimulus may be viewed as a straightforward extension of the frequently used approach of studying contrast adaptation through full-field stimulation ([@B68]; [@B72]; [@B13]; [@B33]; [@B1]), which thus naturally combines effects from center and surround.

### LN model as a basis for analyzing contrast adaptation. {#sec3-1-3}

We based our analysis of the spatial scope of contrast adaptation on analyzing the ganglion cell activity in the framework of the linear-nonlinear (LN) model. This makes our results directly comparable to many previous investigations of contrast adaptation in the retina that apply this modeling framework ([@B1]; [@B3]; [@B13]; [@B24]; [@B29]; [@B32]; [@B33]; [@B42]; [@B58]; [@B72]; [@B78]), though we here extended these analyses by adding spatial structure.

The LN model has proved to provide a fairly good representation of ganglion cell responses to white-noise stimulation in various species ([@B1]; [@B11]; [@B15]; [@B33]; [@B77]), including mouse ([@B16]; [@B32]; [@B51]; [@B80]), though improved models can be obtained by including feedback mechanisms or multiple filters with nonlinear interactions ([@B16]; [@B22]; [@B31]; [@B43]; [@B47]; [@B52]; [@B54], [@B55]; [@B57]; [@B66]). Often, the additional model components already partly capture phenomena of contrast adaptation, such as gain control or changes in temporal filtering. Thus, while the LN model does not capture some of the details of ganglion cell spike trains and is not the best available model for predicting ganglion cell responses, it commonly serves as framework for defining the characteristic features of signal processing, such as temporal filtering and sensitivity. This essentially establishes contrast-induced changes in parameters of the LN model as a useful "working definition" of contrast adaptation ([@B1]).

### Connections to cellular and circuit mechanisms. {#sec3-1-4}

Our investigations aimed at a phenomenological description of how local contrast changes affect temporal filtering and sensitivity across the receptive field of individual ganglion cells. Yet, differences in the spatial scope are likely linked to differences in mechanistic components of contrast adaptation and may thus help distinguish which mechanisms predominate in which ganglion cells.

Contrast adaptation in the retina appears to primarily result from synaptic depression at the bipolar-to-ganglion cell synapse ([@B10]; [@B28]; [@B41]; [@B50]; [@B71]) and from intrinsic mechanisms of the ganglion cell, such as inactivation of sodium currents ([@B34]) and activation of potassium currents ([@B75]). Such cell-intrinsic mechanisms should lead to global adaptation and are most strongly triggered by the cell's own spiking activity. This fits well with our observation that globally adaptive cells displayed the strongest relative increase in firing rate when local contrast increased ([Fig. 3*H*](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that spiking-related, ganglion cell-intrinsic adaptation mechanisms are particularly strongly triggered in these cells. Conversely, the small differences in steady-state firing observed for fixed-filter cells is likely one reason why these cells generally show little contrast adaptation. The small effect of contrast on the average firing rate in these cells is likely a reflection of a particular linear relation between contrast and evoked firing rate.

Synaptic depression between bipolar and ganglion cells, on the other hand, is expected to contribute to local adaptation and may thus be a primary mechanism in locally adaptive cells. Local increases in contrast would here lead to increased activity in a subset of presynaptic bipolar cells, which have smaller receptive fields than ganglion cells. The ensuing synaptic depression at the output synapses of these bipolar cells then results in a local reduction in gain ([@B52]). Alternatively, local adaptation might by inherited from adaptation in the membrane potential of bipolar cells ([@B58]), though the extent to which bipolar cell membrane potentials may show contrast adaptation is still unclear and could depend on the subtype of bipolar cell ([@B1]). Note, however, that local mechanisms, such as synaptic depression may also lead to functionally global adaptation effects ([@B24]). As basal transmitter release decreases ([@B3]; [@B45]), the postsynaptic ganglion cell may become relatively hyperpolarized ([@B1]; [@B45]), which effectively increases the threshold for stimulation at any location in the receptive field, corresponding to a global sensitivity change.

A peculiar finding of the present study was the observation of translocally adaptive cells, which have stronger filter changes for locations where contrast did not change. These filter changes manifested themselves primarily in the increased biphasic filter shape when contrast was high at other locations. We have previously shown that such perhaps unexpected contrast dependence of biphasicness may result when local nonlinearities of signal transmission precede a negative feedback process ([@B24]). In essence, the negative feedback process triggered by stimulation at one location is more effective when contrast is high at other locations because the increased activity that is triggered by these other locations provides for more opportunities to suppress activity. This then leads to a more pronounced secondary filter peak when contrast is high at other locations.

### Receptive field substructure. {#sec3-1-5}

The spatial characteristics of retinal contrast adaptation appear to be strongly related to the nonlinearities of stimulus processing. Global adaptation properties, for example, were found to be strongly related to large changes in average firing rates between different contrast conditions ([Fig. 3*H*](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}), and these firing rate differences were likely a consequence of how linear or nonlinear the cells were in their responses to luminance changes ([Fig. 3*I*](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, local nonlinearities in the signal transmission between bipolar and ganglion cell are important for turning synaptic dynamics into actual variance-adaptation mechanisms ([@B28]; [@B52]) and shape how ganglion cells respond to sudden switches in local contrast ([@B24]).

Thus, the question of spatial scope of contrast adaptation ties in closely with nonlinear signal pooling across the receptive field. For many ganglion cells, receptive field centers are structured into subunits, corresponding to individual presynaptic bipolar cells ([@B20]; [@B43]; [@B65]). Nonlinear signal pooling over these subunits is thought to be essential for the computations occurring in the retinal circuit ([@B8]; [@B27]; [@B60]) and for the encoding of complex, natural stimuli ([@B26]; [@B64]; [@B65]). In this context, the question of local vs. global contrast adaptation amounts to asking whether subunits can adapt independently or always do so in unison. Understanding this will help us connect the mechanisms of adaptation to the specific, nonlinear functions of different ganglion cell types for the encoding of spatially structured, dynamic visual stimuli.
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